BUYERS AGENT
FULL SERVICE ENGAGEMENT
OWNER OCCUPIER
CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Our buyers’ agent services can be tailored to suit your needs and
ensure you get the best value for your investment. Our services
can be used as a full service or individual engagements such as:
Search and Assess
Assess and Negotiate
Auction Representation (with or without client on site)
Off Market Property Negotiation
Property / Suburb Reporting
Engaging Opulence Property QLD will not only take the stress
out of the unknown, but also create an environment for you as
our client to experience purchasing property on your terms, in
your control, the way it should be

OUR CLIENTS | PAIN POINTS
Our clients came to us with knowledge they had a few pain points,
needing actual solutions for:
Lack of time to view properties during the week
Frustrated by the hasty Saturday morning open home regime
Uncertainty to their knowledge of the area in the way of
market value (concern of overcapitalising)
Hesitation then intensified by the pressure they were feeling by
sales agents
Unsatisfied by the unprofessionalism experience with agent
communication
Feeling disheartened toward finding the home that met their
brief

RESULTS | PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT
Overall our clients previously found
properties in their searches to be
generally older, some were beautifully
renovated, just like the property shown
to the right. However, these properties
were just not quite meeting their criteria
with things such as wardrobe space
being quite small, bathrooms / ensuite
being quite small, or the renovation
whilst lovely, were disjointed in layout
and did not provide a flow for how the
buyers preferred to used their home.
Whilst there could be further renovations
carried out, the price expectation on this
property at the time was over
$1,180,000.00 which deemed it to be well
overpriced with the work that would be
needed to update the home.

As at the end of 2020, the property
was still available for sale.

RESULTS | PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT
In other circumstances whilst searching
for their property prior to engaging our
services, the buyers found quite modern
properties, completely renovated and
presented to the market immaculately these all met every checklist item,
however, the experience of dealing with
selling agent & the misleading manner
some agents had pressured onto the
buyers left them feeling overwhelmed, or
that the property was out of their reach
due to the fact that agent had pitted
them against other buyers to force
higher offers
In this example, the property was on the
market without a set price, but when
approached for negotiations, the selling
agent advised the offers had to be closer
to $1,300,000 to get through and "win"
the property.

As at the end 2020, this property
settled at $1,236,000.

THE BRIEF | PROPERTY PURCHASE PROFILE
BUYER SUMMARY:
To find a property that has an overlap between a modernly finished home
with a vision for their own yoga retreat.
WHY
Tranquil home together
Grow a business
Establish a base from Brisbane
Share with loved ones
INCLUSIONS AT MINIUM
Modern 3bed, 1bath, 1car detached dwelling, 600m2 block
Spacious walk-in wardrobe
Easy exterior maintenance
Indoor & outdoor areas for entertaining
Close to nature
Quiet street / area
Room for two at home offices + an outside area for Yoga sessions

THE BRIEF | PROPERTY PURCHASE PROFILE
WHERE
Samford Valley
Ashgrove
Bardon
Yeronga
Indooroopilly
WHEN
Property to be settled before Christmas 2020
BUDGET
Approximately $1,100,000.00
The client's engagement outlined is to purchase their first home together,
that met their mutual needs, individual tastes & a few non negotiables.
The above is ascertained after multiple conversation and a fact finder
questionnaire created by OPQ known as the “Property Purchase Profile”

SOLUTION | THE OPULENT EXPERIENCE
Each engagement is tailored to the client need, especially with specific property
requirements for owner occupiers that although do agree on mutual needs, they also
have different non negotiables
For this specific engagement, our proposed course of action:
“All Inclusive” Engagement with tailored elements of reporting, communication &
client involvement.
Focusing on specific property types within a certain distance rather than specific
locations through the west / north west sides of the Brisbane CBD
Attention to be heavily concentrated to “emerging” properties & auction listings
Confirmation of all clients preferred contract terms & conditions prior to all private
negotiations
Property market value report & negotiation recommendations provided to clients
prior to viewing the property for the purpose of proceeding to contract whilst on site.

THE PROCESS|ELIMINATION & ACQUISITION
INSPECTIONS & ASSESSMENTS
We arranged inspections of properties with local agents that met the
brief, whilst then providing updates to clients along the way for
consideration. The updates for our clients included:
Why the property met the brief OR;
Why it did not meet the brief
Property & Suburb History - price values & growth
Recomended range of negotiation price points

SECOND INSPECTION
We then arrange the shortlisted properties to be viewed by the clients at
times and days that suited their schedules.
This was at times with us on site with our clients, however some
instances were on their own as well.

OFFER/NEGOTIATIONS
Upon the clients approving their choice of property to make an offer on,
we commenced negotiations on our clients behalf within the pre
discussed price points of where to begin and end negotiations. This
decision was the clients based off our reporting regarding price values of
current and history sales, as well as what they were comfortable with
offering.
As also instructed by our clients, negotiations were including any
contractual terms and conditions, such as property inclusions, repairs,
deposit values, finance and settlement timeframes.

THE PROCESS|ELIMINATION & ACQUISITION
CONTRACTUAL TERMS SATISFIED & PRE-SETTLEMENT
At the pre-settlement inspection, organised to be carried out within
3 days leading up to settlement, we attended the property with our clients
and selling agent to inspect the property to ensure that it was in the same
condition and state of repair (subject to fair wear and tear), as at the time
of going under contract, approximately 45 days prior.
Included in the contract, were items agreed by the vendor to complete
prior to the settlement, such as pool fencing compliance, plumbing
rectifications & cleaning, which we inspected and confirmed with our
client that these items were satisfied. This is then confirmed as completed
with their solicitor.

SETTLEMENT
The day of settlement is essentially waiting for the banks to call settlement,
which is carried out between solicitors, mortgage brokers / Banks. We are
of course available for questions during this time and communicating
with our clients, however we are not involved in this process of confirming
the settlement, instead we also wait for the notifications to be issued.

KEY HANDOVER

Upon the settlement being confirmed, we rang our clients to ensure they
knew, congratulated them on the hard work they put in & thanked them
for the trust the instilled with us to assist in the purchase of their beautiful
home. As the buyers were in the local area, we arranged for them with the
agency to collect their keys themselves which is a very special moment we
ensure our clients get to experience where possible.

RESULTS | AFTER ENGAGING OPQ
At the commencement of our engagement, the
clients started with specific suburb locations in
mind, to which we worked with multiple local
agents to assist in our search, we exhausted many
leads on properties of interest within 6 weeks of
searching on market, emerging properties for sale
and off-market properties.
One property out of 45 property viewings, came to
the point of our clients making an offer to
purchase which was in the Samford Valley. On the
very same day, the property had a second offer
come in, to which we were informed was much
superior in price to ours, which would need us to
increase our counter offer to secure the property.
As the property reports to our clients had already
been issued prior to the inspection and
negotiations, along
with already having had
discussions of where our negotiations were to
commence and cease in regards to price points,
our clients were confident and empowered in
their decision to not only to make their best and
final offer, which in the end was not accepted,
they knew they had control on their decision to
walk away at their chosen point, rather than
committing to over paying for a property.

RESULTS | AFTER ENGAGING OPQ
Although at the commencement of our
engagement, the clients had started with specific
suburb locations in mind, after some time of
searching and challenging the notion of location
vs distances, our clients opened their scope of
property prospects to other areas that met their
needs to be close to certain amenities and
locations for work along with their property
purchase profile of inclusions.
Working again with local agents, we took our
search a bit left of field to where our clients were
expectant of the search.
With this working
relationship with local agents in the area of
Mount Crosby & Anstead, we were able to find a
property that was emerging to the market (still off
market) that not only met the brief but exceeded
our clients expectations of value for price.
This beautiful property has since settled
(December 2020) and included points to name a
few:
A recently renovated and extended home
5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 4 car
Fully fenced, lanscaped yard
2.5 Acres of land with their own private creek
Pool with deck
Two entertaining areas inside, 2 outside + an in
ground fire pit

HOW DID THE
BUDGET FAIR?

APPROX.
20%
UNDER THE TOP BUDGET
OUTLINED IN THE PROPERTY
PURCHASE PROFILE

APPROX.
$350,000
BELOW CLIENTS PREVIOUS BID
ON A PROPERTY IN THE GAP,
PRIOR TO ENGAGING OPQ
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